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• Playing Action Video Games (AVGs) 

has been shown to have the potential to 

enhance information processing, 

especially in highly skilled AVG players 

who have experienced hundreds of 

hours of gameplay.

• However, AVG training studies yield 

mixed results. Previous research2 has 

found AVG training to decrease reaction 

times (RTs) whilst others3 found no such 

effect.

• By decomposing RTs using the drift-

diffusion model (DDM), researchers1

found AVG training to improve drift rates 

whilst others3 found AVG training to 

increase boundary separations. 

• These mixed results may be due to 

some methodological limitations such as 

short training periods, small samples and 

practice effects that the present study 

attempts to address.

• AVG players with the highest level of expertise showed faster overall processing speed 

in a Choice RT task. DDM suggests these differences are mainly due to their faster

non-decision times and (although non-significant) higher drift rates.

• These results support findings from previous literature. However, further intervention 

research is necessary to causally determine the relationship between AVG play, 

processing speed and decision-making.
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Study 
1

• Interviews with casual, expert and professional Counter-Strike (CS) players (N=3) to establish 
measures of expertise.

• Interview questions informed by the Questionnaire from Study 2.

Study 
2

•Online cross-sectional study with habitual and professional CS players (N=273).

•1. Questionnaire: measured CS expertise.

•Total hours playtime, weekly hours playtime, self-rated expertise, current ranking, tournament 
participation, role.

Study 
2

•2. Choice RT task: decide if a shape is round or spiky, or whether it is green or blue. 

•Measured RT distribution and accuracy.

• How should AVG expertise be 

measured?

• Is greater AVG expertise associated with 

enhanced processing speed and 

decision-making?
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Fig.4 Processing speed
p=.001

Fig.5 Drift rate

NB: one extreme value cropped from the plot for clarity

p=.088

Fig.6 Non-decision time
p=.024

Fig.7 Boundary separation

NB: four extreme values cropped from the plot for clarity

p=.603
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